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The old adage, it’s better to prevent problems that fix them is true. But especially so 

when it comes to providing Fear Free (FF) veterinary visits. Think of a veterinary visit for 

a pet like a four-legged stick of dynamite with a short or long fuse, that gets lit or not, 

and burns fast or slow. If the visit is produced correctly, we can have a fuse, wetted with 

moist treats---life EZ Cheese or Kong Stuffing--- that never gets lit. In contrast, is a pet’s 

fear, anxiety and stress (FAS) fuse burns close or all the way, you can have a full-blown 

explosion that results in pets biting, clawing, taking flight, freezing, or going into what’s 

known as collapsing immobility.  

 

Here are the top ten things to avoid the ignition or fast burn of the FAS fuse, which can 

result in an unwanted or unexpected detonation: 

1. Not cleaning the outside of the practice – If a stressed dog defecates on the 

hospital grounds and other canines smell it, it’s like having flashing warning signs 

and sirens instead of your typical practice signage with a message of 

“DANGER…DANGER…EVACUATE!” Likewise, most nervous dogs have 

nervous bladders and make it a point of checking their “pee mail” and leaving a 

message of their own on a vertical surface outside the practice. It might be the 

handicapped parking sign post or the corner of the practice. Now that this is not 

“happy pee pee” like when a dog’s on a walk by the lake, but “FAS pee pee” ad 

serves as a warning to others to “NOT ENTER!” The solution to the above FAS 

fuse-burners is to clean up feces and clean the most used urination marking 

spots up to every hour. 

2. Keeping your front door, the entrance to the Dungeon of Horrors – As a member 

of the veterinary healthcare team, have you ever tried bringing one of your own 

terrified pets through those double doors and into reception? What a hellish way 

to start the visit. If possible, help them enter with their pets. And you MUST take 

concrete steps to make the reception experience more “spa” and less like a bad 

“shelter.” Steps must be taken to dramatically reduce the amount of ambient 

noise (door chimes, phones ringing, loud voices, intercom use, etc.) and 

malodors (bleach, harsh cleaners, fear pheromones, scented candles, perfume). 

3. Always booking the next available appointment – Most receptionists 

automatically try and book a pet owner into the next available appointment that 

matches up an opening in the schedule with a time the pet owner can make it. 

Look, we’re not Jiffy Lube booking a lube, oil and filter change. Each pet and pet 

owner are unique and must be accommodated as such. Many successful Fear 

Free practices have special hours weekly or biweekly just for a) the most 

emotionally sensitive pets, and/or b) felines. During these hours, the kennels are 

not being serviced (decreased noise), the clippers are quiet, exuberant pets are 

being seen, and the practice is more in the “sanctuary mode” and less in the 

“game day” one.  



4. Not willing to make special accommodations – Besides polling the pet owner 

online or on the phone about what known FAS triggers their pet has, the 

receptionist needs to ask upon client check-in, “What can we do today to make 

Sparky and your experience here a better one?” After the pet owner processes 

this, smiles and nods, you’ll get answers like, a) “Sparky made a little mess in the 

car, that I could use help cleaning up.” b) “Can I have a towel to put over the 

carrier?” or c) “Could I have a little water for Sparky?” 

5. Not setting up the exam room like a s-paw! – In the bad old days for pets, pet 

owners and the practice team, the exam table was more autopsy slab than spa 

table. The fear-inducing table, was cold, slippery and elevated. The room was 

decorated with people pleasing colors and objects, illuminated with harsh 

fluorescent lights, with the doors swinging frequently to fetch forgotten items. In 

FF, the room is painted in pet pleasing pastel colors, the exam room table has a 

soft, warm, non-skid surface, that is free from pictures and objects depicting 

animals, has pheromones wafting through the air, and soft lighting.  

6. Being a Whirling Dervish in the exam room – I used to come rushing into the 

exam room like a first time cast member or a Broadway Musical rushing the 

stage. My mentor taught me to show visible, audible, palpable enthusiasm. My 

old fear inducing display including a raised voice, hearty hand shake, direct eye 

contact of both pet and person (what better way to show interest I thought) and 

an immediate thrust to make contact/friends with the pet. Looking back, what a 

“hot mess of FAS” I was creating. Now I open the door softly, speak softly, and 

carry a big stick of Pupperoni. I still have a warm, engaging voice with the pet 

owner along with proper eye contact, but avoid prolonged eye contact with the 

pet. Instead, I might glance at the pet and say hi, but then let my hands do the 

talking as I toss a tasty tidbit on the floor or table, then another, until the pet 

obviously wants contact with me. 

7. Using the same old harsh chemical cleaners – You know what you need to do 

with bleach? Stop buying it to clean anything in your hospital. One whiff of bleach 

and many other harsh chemicals can make a pet go instantly nose-blind for 7 

days. They will still be seen sniffing, but these chemicals have destroyed their 

olfactory neurons and they won’t regenerate for 7 days. So pets, who rely so 

much on smell for cues, will now be nose-blind and accompany FAS. You need 

to switch to the same cleaners that ¾ of human dentists and over ½ of human 

hospitals use in proven effort to eliminate chemical and pheromonal pollution. 

Start cleaning with accelerated hydrogen peroxide which goes under the trade 

name, Rescue in the veterinary channel. This amazing product is a killing 

machine---99.9% kill of pathogens including Parvo in 15 seconds of contact time-

--plus just breaks down into water and oxygen. 

8. Letting your basic diagnostic tools be like pet torture devices – At one veterinary 

lecture I asked the audience of vets and veterinary nurses, “In the absence of an 

infectious disease, how many of you clean your stethoscope less than once a 

month?” 80% of those polled hands went up. One veterinarian left his hand up 

and said, “I haven’t cleaned my stethoscope for 37 years. That’s the year I 



bought it after graduation from veterinary school.” While we should clean our 

stethoscope more often for infectious diseases, what I’m even more worried 

about is the buildup of fear pheromones on the stethoscope, otoscope head (not 

cone) and accompanying battery pack, tourniquets, nail trimmers, etc. After every 

usage, these basic tools-of-the-trade should be cleaned with Rescue wipes, and 

then wiped down with species specific pheromone wipes (Adaptil for dogs and 

Feliway for cats). 

9. Consider tasty treats an unnecessary expense – I lectured on “Why Fear Free is 

Better Medicine” in a room that help 1500 people at the world’s largest veterinary 

conference. Before the first person entered the room for an all-day session, I took 

about $20 worth of change in quarters, dimes, nickels and pennies and scattered 

it like lawn seed around the room, in the back, front, aisles and in the seats. Near 

the end of the day I asked people to look around, see if they saw any loose 

change on the floor, and if they held it up with their fingers I’d give away prizes. 

The huge crowd’s eyes and hands went to the floor in a big kerfuffle. About 40 

people found coins; 38 of the 40 were pennies, with one dime and one nickel to 

round out the treasure hunt. Where was the other almost $18.00 I’d scattered? In 

people’s pockets probably starting before the first lecture started that day. So 

what’s the point here? Treats are like currency in the dog and cat world. If you’re 

giving low value treat with a pet assigned value of one penny, maybe it’s not 

worth picking up off the floor/table. But if it’s something tasty, like a piece of 

turkey hotdog or Braunschweiger sausage, well that’s a dime in dog dollars and 

worth licking up. Liverwurst paste, Easy Cheese Cheddar & Bacon or Kong 

Squeezable Peanut Butter, now this is 25-50 cents. Think of FF like gambling for 

pets. The treat payoffs don’t have to be huge all the time, but big enough (in 

texture, flavor and quantity) to keep them calm and happy during the current visit 

and wanting to come back another time.  

10. Having the treatment area resemble a UFC ring – Every hospital I’ve owned and 

the vast majority I’ve been in, have had basically the same treatment area layout 

with 1-2 treatment tubs, treatment tables, pharmacy, lab, counters and a bank of 

cages to file pets that need procedures into. This design is guaranteed to create 

FAS! Why? Simple. Just think if this were a human hospital ER department filled 

with human cages next to the treatment beds/gurney/table. You sat there with a 

bird’s eye view, wide-eyed and gape-mouthed, watching someone struggling as 

their infected wound is being cleaned, listening to a baby screaming in pain from 

an injection, with the smell of fear in the air. Would you be calm and happy, 

resting comfortably before your turn to be seen? Oh, “h” no! We need to either 

give pets in treatment some privacy and other FAS-busing gifts such as calming 

music, pheromones, privacy barriers for cages, or house them in something that 

could be considered “emotional isolation.” 

 


